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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The evidence needed to establish that a .t.;ycenaean road or 
roads had indeed existed between the Krisaean and the Malian Gulfs 
was found by means of a surface e~loration in Apri.i and June, 1972. 
In a thesis submitted to the Graduate School·of Loyola Uni-
versity, Chicago1 and in a paper presented at.the 72nd General Meeting 
of the Archaeological Inst.itute of America, 2 the hypothesis presented 
was that lViycenaean Krisa could well have .been the controlling transfer 
center at the southern end of a tra.de route3 between the Krisaean Gulf 
and the Malian Gulf'. This hypothesis was based on evidence from the 
available primary and secondary written evidence and from the best 
availabie topographic maps of mainland Greece and the Aegaean Sea, 
lE. W. Kase, "A Study of the Role of Krisa m the .Mycenaean 
Era" (Unpublished Master's thesis, Graduate School, Loyola University, 
Chicago, 1970), P• 41. 
2:For a summary of this paper, see E. W. Kase, 11A Study of the 
Role of Krisa in the ley"cenaean Era, 11 AJA, 72 (1971), PP• 205-206. 
3The distinction between a town which can be reached by trade 
and one which is on a trade route must be made. Also, t11e distinction 
must be made between a road which connects settleme,nts !or the Pl.ll1>0Se 
of local trade and communication and a road which will serve as a land 
segment for ·the movement of foreign trade. In making these distinc-
tions, Yle follovf Gorn.me who states, 11When you say that a town is situ-
ated on a trade route, you do not only mean that foreign trade can 
easily reach it, but that foreign trade, in order to reach another 
place, must go through it." See A. w. Gomme, 11The Topography of 
Boeotia and the Theories of .M. Berard, 11 ~' 16 (1911-1912), p. 192. 
l 
specifically those of Nomos Fokidhos and Nornos Fthiotidhos,4 but 
no archaeological architectural remains had been found to prove that 
a road or roads of this trade route had existed. 
Although no archaeological architectural remains of the road 
segment of the isthmus trade ro~te had been found, the investigation 
into the role of .Mycenaean Krisa in the Late Helladic period did re-
veal ample evidence to support the hypothesis mentioned above. Since 
there is evidence of a large population around the west end of the 
Malian Gulf5 and also in the Krisaean Plain6 during Mycenaean times, 
it is reasonable that trade and communications would have been estab-
lished between the two areas as well. as between settlements within the 
interior of Phocis. 
That the isthmus road between the Malian and Krisaean Gulfs 
was indeed a trade route is supported by a number of facts. It is 
Gomme 1 s opinion, after a careful study of the lack of ports on the in-
hospitable northeast coast of Euboea and o.f the dangers and delays in-
volved in lvlycenaean navigation on the open sea and in the Euboic Gulf 
and rounding Cape Sunion, that any shipping from Troy and the Relles-
4Geographic identifications, distances, and topographic 
measurements were taken from Sheets 1817-1, 1818-1, 1818-2, u. S. A:rmy 
Map Service,- Series .M 708, Scale 1: 50,000, 1953, OJNFIDENTIAL. These 
maps were used also in the present investigation. 
. .5niad ii. 681-685; R. Hope Simpson and J. F. Lazenby, "The 
Kingdom of .feleus and Achilles," ~tiquity, 33 (1959), pp. 102-105; 
R. Hope Simpson, ~ Gazeteer and Atlas of !~rcenaean Sites (London: 
1965), PP• 139-112. 
6J. Jannoray and H. van Effenterre, 11Fouilles de Krisa," BCH, 
61 (1937), P• 323; V .. Burr, 11Untersuchungen zum Homerischen SchiffS:-
katalog,11 KLIO, Beiheft 49 (1941.t.), P• 30; J. L. Caskey, "Greece and the 
Aegean Islands in the .Middle Bronze Age,u CAH, fasc. 45 (1964), p. 8. 
2 
pont destined for the West would not have crossed the Isthmus of Cor-
inth nor would it have touched Boeotia but it would have reached the 
Gulf of Corinth at Itea by means of an overland route.through Phocis.7 
And it is known that mainland Greece did indeed trade with Troy as 
Stubbings and Vermuele list horses, silver, and textiles as Trojan 
imports,8 and, although the exact area from which tin was imported 
from Anatolia is not known, it could have passed over this same general 
route from arr:r area near the Hellespont.9 Also, again using the re-
search of Gomme, Group III type cut-and-thrust swords from central 
Europe, and found in Phocis, lO could well have followed the same route 
from the northern Aegean at the mouth of the Vardar River in Macedonia~ 
and then have come overland from the .iiialian Gulf to Phocis. In ad-
dition, the Bal tic amber; found in the a~eas of Krisa and Delphi12 
could have come both from the north via the Adriatic13 on Krisaean ships 
and it also could very well have followed. the same route from the north 
as described. by Gomme, beginning in the northern Aegean at the mouth of 
7aomme, ££· E_!., p. 207. 
BE. Vermuele, Greece in the Bronze Age (Chicago: 1961~), 
PP• 257, 261, 215; F. H. Stubbings, 11The Rise of A!\Y'cenaean Civilization," 
CAH, fasc. 18 (1965), PP• 2.1, 26, 29. 
9vermuele, 2.E.• ~., p. 228. 
10H. Ca.tJ.iog, "A New Bronze Sword from Cyprus," Antiquity, 
XX'i3 (1961), P• 120. .. . 
11vermuele, 2.£• E-_!., p. 228. 
· 12c. W. Beck, "Amber in A1·chaeology, 11 Archaeol~ XXIII 
(1970), PP• 8-ll. , . 
13n. E. Strong, Catalogue of the Carved Amber (London: 1966), 
PP• 6-18. 
3 
L 
the Vardar River valley. In contrast, the only non-Baltic amber found 
in the Mycenaean world, Sicilian in origin, was found at Pylosl.4 show-
ing that that line of communication was not one which could be termed a 
trade route15 since Pylos and Sicily were terminal points and the ship-
ments were not transfeITed. "here Gomme shows a direct connection from 
the northern Aegean and northeast Greece to the southwest of mainland 
Greece via the ist.lml.us route between the 1ialian Gulf and the ·Krisaean 
Gulf, Desborough and others show a direct connection over this same 
route from the south to the north and the northeast. According to 
Desborough, Achaean amphora and four-handled vases from the northern 
Peloponnese were transported across the Krisaean Gulf' through Phocis 
to the final destination in Thessaly.16 Also, Heurtley and Megaw show 
the same type of south to north movement of goods bound froin the Pelo-
ponnese to Thessaly. Not only were pottery a."1d lead rods from the 
Argolid found in inland Thessaly,,17 but the same pottery has been found 
along the north coast of the Malian Gulf •18 In addition, a variety of 
foreign trade contacts is rerealed along the route by means of the ex-
cavations of the citadel at Krisa and at Delphi. Artifacts found at 
14Beck, .2£• ~., P• ll. 
15see Gomme•s definition. Supra, footnote 3, P• 
16v. R. d'A Desborough, The Last .Mycenaeans and Their Suc-
cessors (Oxford: 1964), pp. 16, 227. - . ' 
l7A. lleurtley, "Notes on the Harbours of s. Boeotia and Sea-
Trade between Boeotia and Corinth in Prehistoric '.l.'imes, 11 BSA, X:X'VI 
(1923-1925), pp. 43-44; A. H. s. Megaw, "Archaeology in Greece, 11 
Archaeological R~?orts for 1964-1965 (British School of Archaeology at 
Athens: 1965), PP• 20-21. 
18nesborough, 2E.• ~., P• 227. 
4 
K.risa by French excavators in 1936 and 1937 included imports of gold, 
pottery from Korakau, .Mycenae, Prosymna, the Cyclades, and Crete, and a 
necklace from zYgouries,19 and the pottery evidence from Delphi in the 
LH III B shows contact with Jqcenae, ~gouries, Rhodes, and Cyprus. 20 
Thus, international trade had indeed moved in both directions via the 
Krisaean Gulf-Malian Gulf trade route, and since tte modern Gulf of Itea 
le~ds to the area's largest natural and protected harbor with the best 
inland communication, 21 it follows that Krisa was indeed located on an 
active trade route. In addition, evidence shows that the impregnable 
citaael of Krisa, the largest area enclosed within protective w-alls in 
central western Greece and also.located in~ strategic geographic and 
topographic position overlooking the ancient harbor22 of Kirrha on the 
Krisaean Gulf, 23 could well have served a purpose which is the vital 
l9Jannorajy and van Effenterre, .2£• cit., p. 308; J. Jannoray 
and H. van Effenterre, 11Fouilles de Krisa,11 BCH, 62 (1938), pp. 125-127. 
20A. Furumark, The Chronology of .Mycenaean Potte;rz (Stockholm: 
1941), PP• 132-14$. . 
. 5 
21u. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, H. o. 3963; Gomme, £.E.• cit., 
PP• 203-205. ~ 
22The area of Krisa is calculated. at approx:iJna.tely 290,000 
square meters inside the protected area. See Jannoray and van Eff en-
terre, EE• cit., 61, plate 23; see also L. Lerat and J. Jannoray, 
"Premieres Iiecherches sur L 1Acropole de Krisa (Phocide), 11 ~ Series 6, 
VIII (1936), PP• 129-145; Burr, £1?.• cit., P• 31; A. Philippson and 
E. Kirsten, Die Griechischen Landschaften (Frankfurt am Main: 19$1), 
P• 405. 
23supporting the conclusion that Krisa might well have been 
a sea power and might well have been known for her sea trade activity 
is the fact that the Corinthian Gulf was knovm in antiquity through 
the Archaic period as the Krisaean Gulf. Cf. Strabo 9.2.1, 9~2l.4, 
8.5.21, 5.1.7, 1.7.3, 9.3.l; Homeric Hymn to Apollo 431; Thucydides 
1.107.3, 2.86.3, 2.69.l; Xen. Hell. 4.29; Poly. 5.3; Livy 26.26, 28.7.8. 
Other evid.erice for the maritime power of Krisa is the reference to 
her llf or-cy black ships 11 in the Iliad ii, 517-524. 
need of any trade route -- that of a transfer center of iJnposing 
strength (fig. 1). 
While Mycenaean roads have been found in other parts of Greece, 
in Messenia,24 the Argolid, 25 and in southern Boeotia, 26 the primary 
purpose of those roads appears to have been to serve the local areas 
and would not necessarily have been that of trade routes. Although 
those roads are probably not primarily trade routes, the architectural 
evidence, their construction, their size, and their direction in rela-
tion to settlements and general topography, indicates that AVcenaean 
eng:i.lleers could well have constructed a road or roads across the in-
hospitc.ble terrain between the ~risaean and. the Malian Gulfs. 
Therefore, since there was reason to believe that a trade route 
had existed even though the proof of architectural remains was lacking, 
and since no one had investigated this possibility, a surface e~lora-
tion to search for traces or segments of the architectural remains of a 
.M.Ycenaean road or roads was the next step in finding the clinching evi-
dence that a trade route ~ indeed existed between the Krisaean Gulf 
and the Malian Gulf in Mycenaean times. 
24w • .McDonald and R. Hope SiJnp~on, "Prehistoric Habitation in 
Sou"t;hwestern Peloponnese, 11 AJA, 65 (1961), PP• 245, 249, 257; "Further 
E:xploration in t>outhwestern Peloponnese, 11 AJA, 68 (1964), PP• 240-242; 
w. McDonald, "Overland Communications in Greece During LH III with 
Special Reference to Southwest Peloponnese,11 ~cenaean Studies, ed. 
&mnett L. Bennett, Jr. (Madisoµ, 1964), PP• 2l7-237• 
25c. Tsountas and J. I. Manatt, The !1Y:cenaean A~ (Boston and 
New York: 1897), pp. 35-38; G. Mylonas, 111ycena.e and the .11.:ycenaean Ag~ 
(Princeton: 1966), PP• 86-87, 224-225. 
26Heurtl~y, ££• ~., PP• 38-45. 
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CtlAPTER II 
A SUllFACE EXPLORATION IN SE.AUCH OF MYCENAEAN RO.ADS 
IN NOMOS FOKIDHOS AND NOMOS FTHIOTIDHOS 
An examination of the topographical maps of central western 
Greece gave rise to the hypothesis that a trade route of the llycenaean 
era would have gone from Kirrha on the Krisaean Gulf due north past the 
citadel of Krisa, where there would have been a connection with the road 
leading directly to the north gate of the citadel, continued northwest 
toward modern Amfissa, gone on through the mountain passes to Gravia 
and then, finally, from the headwaters of the Kephissos River, would 
have reached the Malian Gulf (map 1). Because of that hypothesis, the 
surf ace exploration of Nomos Fokidhos and Nomos Fthiotidhos was planned 
in th~ee. parts: l) the area of the Krisaean Plain south of Am.fissa, 
2) the mountainous area between Ami'issa and Gravia, and 3) the area. 
between Gravia and the .Malian Gulf. 
The Area of the Krisaean Plain - South of Amfissa 
Outside of the areas of habitat.ion, the Krisaean Plain, which 
is south of .Am.fissa is almost entirely covered with olive groves which 
would have covered or destroyed any traces of a Mycenaean road across 
the flat.plain. The groves were penetrated at several places between 
modern Kirrha and the north ravine of the promontory of Krisa, but with 
no success. Accordingly, the decision was made to begin the search for 
7 
the possible northward contirnlation of the road at the entrance of the 
north ravine of the promontory of Krisa because a JJycenaean road had 
been trcl.ced along the north side of the spur of the north promontory in 
1a93.
1 ·~his knmm road woul.d have been a branch of the main arterial 
road for the purpose of serving the citadel and would not have been the 
starting point of the arterial road, which probably would have been at 
Kirrha. The connecting road, traced and photographed in April, 1972, 
. extends in a westerly direction from the level of the plateau and drops 
gradually into the Krisaean Plain where the traces disappear in the 
oliv~ groves (fig. 2). Since neither photographs nor construction de-
tails were available for comparative purposes, it was deemed necessary 
. . 
to examine as much detail of this road as possible. .Measuring up to 
4.5 m. wide in certain places (fig. 3), it is clearly outlined over a 
distance of approximately 325 m. and is supported on the exposed side by 
Cyclopean retaining walls of two to ·six courses which vary l.5 m. to 3 m. 
in height (figs. 4, 5). These retaining walls clearly outline the final 
segment of this road as it disappears into the Krisaean .Plain (fig. 6). 
The starting point of this connecting segment of the citadel road is at 
the north gate,- but modern olive grove terracing eliminates approximately 
225 m. of that portion of the road. The defined width and the architec-
tural remnants of the road support indicate that it was certainly built 
for heavy traffic which would have included chariots and possibly wheeled 
carts. 2 
l . . 
Lerat and Jannoray, ££• ~., P• 133. 
2w. A. McDonald and George R. Rapp, Jr. (eds.), The Minnesota 
Messenia Expooition (Minneapolis: 1972)1 p. 244. 
. 8 
Since the excavators of Arisa had postulated the possibility of 
road canmunication leading past the citadel in the directions of Delphi, 
.Amfissa, and toward northern Greece,3 it was decided to.search toward 
the northwest, bearing approximately 270° true, from the point where the 
known .b.:Wcenaean road from. the acropolis disappears in the north ravine. 
The area along the bare of the promontory was examined for a distance of 
approximately 1.5 km. It was after the first 300 m. that. a trace of the 
·, road was found. Additional traces were found at the 440 m. mark, at the 
790 m. mark, at the 880 m. mark, and the final segment, at the 1300 m. 
mark.. Thus, within a distance of 1500 m., five traces of the road were 
f-0und. Retaining walls of Cyclopean·masonry, preserved in one to four 
courses on the exposed side and measuring approximately 3 m. high, out-
line the direction of the road which measures approximately· 3.5 m. to 
4 m. i..'1. width (figs. 71 8). Just before crossing the black-top highway, 
descending from the village of Chrysso, a clearly outlined section was 
traced for more than 100 m. {fig. 9). 
At app:r;-oximately the 300 m. mark from the entrance to the north 
ravine, there is what appears to be a large placed-stone structure, 
.measuring about 12 m. in height by about 20 m. at the base {fig. 10). 
There was no other raised structure of this type either to the north-
west or to the southeast along t.bis route of the search. These remains 
could possibly have been a guard.post or a fortification.4 Its purpose 
3Lerat and Jannoray, £E.~ ~·:> P• 131. 
4professors George AVlonas (Interview in Athens, May 2~, 1972) 
and w. A. McDonald (Interview at the University of .Minne.sota, September 14, 
1972) examined several photographs of the structure, taken from various 
angles, and agreed that it was of placed-stone construction and could pos.-
sibly have served the purpose of a guard.post or fortification of some kind. 
9 
could have been to control movements along the citadel-connecting road 
.. 
which courses through the north ravine of the promontorjr upward toward 
the main gate. There is a guard tower on the south slope of the south 
ravine of the promontory of Krisa, and, according to the excavators, its 
purpose had been to def end the declivity of the west wall. 5 Both the 
north and the south ravines provided a gradual ascent toward the pro-
tecting walls of the citadel and, accordingly, since the south ravine 
·, had been guarded, it is felt that the unidentified and unpublished 
structure found during this surface exploration at the entrance of the 
north ravine could well have been used for the same purpose, that of 
guarding, in the north ravine. 
At the point where the black-top road from the village of 
Chrysso reaches the Krisaean Plain, any tracing of the Mycenaean road 
further to the northwest became impossible because of road construction 
and olive grove terracing. Nevertheless, it is felt that the road 
would have gone across the floor of the valley to the northwest in the 
direction of modern Amfissa (map 1). Since, again, olive groves 
densely cover the whole area and the spot checks made along the base 
. 
of the mountains to the east on the way to Amfissa were fru.itless, it 
became necessar.r that the next part of the search for the continuation 
of the road.would be conducted in the area north of Amf'issa. 
The Mountainous ~ea between Amfissa and Gravia 
Upon examination of the topographic map AMS #1811-2, it was 
5Jannor~ and van Effenterre, ~· .E:,i., 61, P• 323. 
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decided that a .tuycenaean road, leading to the north in the direction of 
the Vininani, could have gone through any one of four passes (map 2 -
l) right of vertical grid #24, 2) between vertical grids tr22-#23, 
.3) at vertical grid 1120, 4) between vertical grids #18-#19). In two 
o! these passes, traces of Mycenaean road construction were found. Thus 
at least two roads led northward from the vicinity of .Amfissa toward 
the Vininani area and probably had been needed for communication with 
settlements in the interior of Phocis and those beyond to the north. 
This multiple road system parallels somewhat that system in the Argolid 
about which Mylonas writes: 
Steffen, in his famous. survey of .Mycenae, noted at least four 
roads starting from the Lion Gate: one leading in the direction 
of Prosy-~ and Tir,yns and the other three in the direction of 
Corinth. 
In addition, based upon recent evidence, .McDonald postulates a .multiple 
road system in .Messenia - a eystem which had connected a concentrated 
group of settle.ments in that area.7 
First to be examined was the pass immediately to the east of 
Elaion (map )~horizontal grid #68). This pass was examined for a dis-
tance of approximately fo~ kilometers up to a point just south of the 
village of Koulovatae (map 3--hcrizontal grids #68-1172). That no traces 
of a road we1:"e found is understandable because, at the point of the 
village and immediately to the north, the mountains rise in an almost 
vertical wall from the approximately 600 m. level to approximately the 
6Mylonas, ££• ~., p. 86. 
7.McDonald and Hope Simpson, .2£• cit., p. 257, especially 
Note 14; .McDonald and Rapp, .2£• ~., pp.242-245. 
ll 
uoo m. level and then on to peaks beyond, rising to the height of in 
excess of 12CO m. The topography of this pass would not lend itself 
to J,dycenaean road building based upon the typical engineering which 
which have avoided sudden ascents and descents requiring the construe-
tion of numerous 115 11 curves. It is interesting to note that the con-
clusions of the work on roads by ::iicDona]-d and Jf;ylonas in the Peloponnese 
apply to the roads in Phocis as well. The following descriptions apply: 
and 
Where grades were steep, the more direct line had to be 
abandoned in favor of the long way around on easier slopes.8 
It is made to go around ravines and gullies so that sharp drops 
and abrupt rises are avoided and its grad.e is kept even al though 
this process neces~itated a longer road and resulted in a 
meandering course. 
In the pass, immediately to the west of Elaion, compass bear-
ing 330° true, between the Koutsouras and the Stoles mountai..~ spurs 
(map 4-beginning between vertical grids #22 and #23), and through 
which the modern hiehway courses, olive grove terraces cover both slopes 
up to the height of approximately 500 m. above sea level. Because the 
olive grove terracing would have destroyed any evidence of .Mycen~ean 
road construction, it was necessary to proceed four kilometers to the 
northwest from the floor of the Krisaean Plain up to the height of ap-
prox:i.ma tely 680 m. above sea level to a side, dirt road which leads to 
the west of the main highway. This area is much disturbed by bauxite 
mining. Both slopes of this pass, fr:)m. trrn 680 m. level, were examined 
8.McDonald~ 2£.• ~., P• 220. 
9Mylonas, ~· ~., p. 86. 
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for a distance of approximately 1000 m. back down to the 500 m. level, 
the beginning of the olive grove terracing. It is at the. 680 m. level 
in tnis area that a large structure of tuf>ical Cyclopean construction 
was found (map 4 --between vertical grids #2J.-#22 on horizontal grid 
#70). The east wall, preserved in three courses and running in a direc-
tion of 330° true,, measured approximately 2J. m. in length by 2.5 m. to 
3 m. in height. The east-west or south wall, at a right angle to the 
.long course, could be measured only for a distance of approximately 9 m. 
further east-west measurement and the examination of the west wall was 
imposdble because rubble from the bauxite mining operations covers this 
- . 
part of the structure. In addition, the top of the exposed portion is 
overgrown with holly oak (fig. li). The structure certainly appears to 
be of :Mycenaean construction,, and, because of its strategic position 
which commands the pass to the south and the entrance to the Vininani 
area to the north,, it could well have been a !ortification.10 The over-
all size of the structure is too large to have been a retaining wall nor 
0 
could it have been terracing since it runs at a 90 angle tQ existing 
terracing. 
It was on the east slope of this pass mentioned above, which 
is west of Elaion, just southeast of the large structure, that traces 
of the .Mycenaean road were found. From a vantage point high up on the 
west slope,, the line of the road could be followed for approximately 
lOBoth 1-'rofessor George Mylonas and Professor W. A. McDonald 
e:xpressed the feeling that this structure had been a fortification, 
especially since the SE corner construction defines the width of the 
east-west wall face to be in the excess of 9 m. Supra, footnote 4, 
P• 9. 
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500 m. Apparent Aiycenaean constru.ct,ion was visible for a good distance 
with the retaining lvalls defining the width of approximately 3. 5 m. 
(fig. 12). In one area in particular, the typical small-stone under-
structure11 is e:q:>osed (fig. 13).12 The gentle grade of this pass, 
which rises only 420 m. over a distance of J.5 km., al.lowed the simplest 
Mycenaean road construction, avoiding the use of 115 11 curves and the ne-
cessi ty of bridging torrents.13 The modern dirt roads, to the north of 
.. 
· the large Mycenaean stone structure described above and to the east of 
the Frakoula area, and the extensive mining operati~ns, on the south-
east slope of the Vininani area, limited further inves·tigation there. 
It is possible that one branch of the road cou?-d have proceeded around 
the eastern rim of the valley following the course of the modern road 
·-
to the Kokkinokhoma area which is the po~t of descent toward Gravia to 
the north. 15 
With the help of the local "forest-ranger" and an interpreter, 
a clearly marked trail ( map 5 -- vertical grids #20-#21, horizontal 
grids· #7~'{2), to the east and south of the Frakoula area, was next 
examined because this trail appeared to descend into the Katsiko~niktes 
Gorge and then proceed southeastward toward .Amfissa (map 5 - vertical 
llMylonas, ££• ~., p. 86. 
12.McDonald, upon examining this photograph,, felt that this 
pavement of s11all stones could probably be the remains of. a Turkish 
!~der:im~ but that a Turkish road could well have followed an ancient 
1~ute and could have been built over it. Supra, footnote 4, p. 9. 
· l3McDonald and Hope Simpson, ££• ill•' 68, P• 241. 
14.McDonald and Happ, ££• ill•' P• 24.5. 
15u. s. Army Map, Series M 708, Sheet 1818-11. 
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grid #20). Al though this trail led through a very deep gorge vri th only 
6. 
a. na.ITO"ll pass, and turned out to be a Turkish kalderim1 (fig. 14), it 
could ver.r well have been of very ancient origin and could have connected 
small settlements on the southeast slope of the Vininani with the settle-
ments in and around Amfissa. The topographic features of the gorge would 
have prevented the trail from having been used as a dycenaean arterial 
road. This follows the general description of roads and trails as 
·encountered by McDonald: 
Footpaths and tracks for pack animals persist with remark-
a.ble stability from time :Lmme:w.oi:ial • • • • 1.1.os t of these 
tracks can never have been used for l"lheeled traffic. The 
grades are too steep, the gulleys and stream bods too fre-
quent •• ·• • They have always been "secondary" roads and 
the presumption is that the habitation centers they served 
were not of first importance17at least in the period of greatest Achaean prosperity. 
The trail, although fairly wide in certain places, is generally too 
narrow for wheeled traffic and it encounters a deep descent upon its 
entrance into the Kats:i.kopniktes Gorge. The retaining walls along 
this trail are not of Cyclopean construction and are certainly much 
more modern. This trail was examined in its south and southwestward 
direction from the southeast slope of the Vininani to the Katsikop-
niktes Gorge. 
The pass extending northwest, compass reading 330° true, 
directly to the east of Amfissa (map 5 -vertical grids #21-#22, 
horizontal grids #67-#68), ca11 be entered by a dirt road about one 
kilometer to the east from the center of the village of Amfissa. 
ll>ucDonald, .2E.• .2.!!•, p. 224. 
17Ibid., p. 220. 
Olive trees densely cover the floor and the slopes of this pass for a 
distance of approximately 4.5 km. until the narrow, vert.ical-sided 
Katsikopniktes Gorge is reached. The iloor of this pass is deeply cut 
by a·torrent which begins in the Vininani valley and flows through the 
gorge southeastward. It was impossible to try to trace a road in that 
4.5 km. stretch because of the dense olive groves which would have d~ 
stroyed all traces of it. This pass was studied in both directions, the 
first entry having been made from the southwest corner of the Vininani 
into the Katsikopniktes Gorge. At the entrance to this gorge, in the 
Vininani, on the west side, high up on the side of the mountain, stands 
a rectangular fortification investigated.and de~cribed by Lerat. This 
dates to a much later period and is typical of Hellenic masonry18 
(fig. 1$). A modern dirt road has been blasted out of the east side 
of the gorge, which extends for approximately 4.5 km. before it begins 
to open up a little more widely as it ext.ends in a southerly direction, 
and it is only wide enough for one vehicle. The vertical walls of the 
gorge and the possibility that the stream through the gorge carried a 
much greater volume of water during Mycenaean times than now would have 
made it practically impossible to have constructed a Mycenaean arterial 
road through this pass and gorge (fig. 16). Since the narrowness and 
the extremely forbidding topography of the narrow gorge would have ruled 
out an arterial road, the trail leading north and eastward from this 
pass south of the Frakoula was probably built instead in very early 
times and continued to be used in Turkish ti.mes as it is today. To re-
18L. Lerat, Les Locriens de L10est (Paris: 1952), II, PP• 181-
182. 
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peat, even though the pass has a vez-y wide opening toward the south in 
the area of .Amfissa, it would not have been serviceable for an arterial 
road in Mycenaean times.19 The only possible use for it would have been 
as an animal pack trail, which was described above, branching off south 
of the Frakoula. 
'.lhe second ~cenaean road was found leading through a pass 
northwest of the village of Amfissa and directly to the west of the 
·. Kofinas, bearing approximately 325° ·true, and sloping gently upward 
from a level of 260 m. to the marimal. height of 700 m. (map S -verti-
cal grids #19-#20, horizontal grids U66-#67; map 6 --horizontal grids 
#67-/169, northwest between vertical grids #18-#19). Before entering the 
pass, the first clearly defined segment of the road, appro:x:i.mately 3.5 m. 
to 4 m. in width and with a Cyclopean. stone support on the eJCposed side, 
was found at approximately 1 km. northwest of Amf'issa and was trace-
able for more than 120 m. along the base of the mountain from the point 
, 
where it emerged from the olive grove terracing (fig. 17). Goat pens 
and other modern surface disturbances at the entrance of the pass de-
stroyed further traces at this point. A modern trail, beginning at the 
. entrance to this pass zigzags up the west slope proceeding northwest 
for some 6.5 km. and ends in tbe modern villa~e o! J?rosilion, located 
on the west slope of the Vininani area (map 6). At first, the modern 
trail (fig. 18) was examined carefully for a considerable distance be-
cause it might possibly have led to evidence of Mycenaean road construe-
tion. The results were negative oL all counts because of steep 
17 
inclines, narrow pavement, and short radius 11S 11 curves. After reach-
ing a level of approxi.ma tely 400 m. along the west slope of the pass, 
the direct line of the continuation of the 1trcenaean road was then 
easily seen along the wide expanse of the east slope (fig. 19) where it 
gradually ascends that slope at an angle very similar to the line of the 
road which was traced on the north spur of Krisa. 20 Several days were 
spent in examining this road northwest of .Amfissa and it could be 
·.traced for some 2.300 m. with only a few :iJlt.erruptions. Cyclopean re-
taining walls in up to four courses were found in Ina+JY places along the 
lines of this road on the e.Jq)osed side (fig. 20). Where the "cut and 
terrace11 technique21 was employed,, horizop.tal cutting into solid rock 
is in the excess of 2 m. in width (fig. 21). The width of the road av-
eraged approximately 3.5 ni. and in the bed was found exposed the typical 
small-stone understructure22 (fig. 22). The road ascends from a 26o m. 
· level to a 700 m. level over a distance of appro:x:i.mately 2800 m. to 
3000 m., including that segment of the modem trail which has merged 
with the. Mycenaean road at the 600 m. level. From the point of merging, 
at the 600 m. level,, and for a distance of approximately 1000 m.,. up to 
the 700 m. level, the J.qcenaean road and the modern trail run parallel 
to each other in several places with the modern trail on the upside of 
the slope (fig. 2.3). At some places the roads are one. At this higher 
level,, the Jey-cenaean road was clearly identifiable by the Cyclopean re-
_20r,erat and Jannoray,, 21?.• cit., p. 133. 
2.lTsountas and Manatt, .£E.• ~., p. 36; McDonald, 2£• ~c' 
PP• 228ff. 
22:rq1onas, -2£• ~., p. 86. 
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taining walls, in one to three courses, to the height of .5 m. to l.5 m. 
on both sides of the road (fig. 24) and by the exposed understructure 
19 
which is of stones approximately 25 cm. to 30 cm. in thickness (fig. 25). 23 · 
'J.he surf ace of the modern trail is made up of much smaller stones and 
pebbles.24 At the top of the pass at the 700 m. level, the merged My-
cenaean road and modern trail continue on over the next ridge of 800 m. 
in height, and then on northward to Prosilion. The road was not traced 
· beyond the 800 m. level ridge because the area to the south of Prosilion 
was to be searched later. 
On the west slope of the pass, directly opposite the .Mycenaean 
road described above, were located the foundations of two guardposts or 
watch tmvers, 25 from which one would have had a full view of the road 
and a clear view of the complete valley. The one watch tower in the 
better state of preservation is approx:i.In.ately 1200 m. to the northwest 
of the entrance to the pass at the south and halfway up the west slope 
at the level of about 450 m. The semi-circular construction, projecting 
out from the slope, almost flat on top, and with a complete rock-fill, 
is 6 m. in diameter (figs. 26, 27). The east face of the wall measured 
-in excess of 2 m. in height and the west face, against the slope, is 
23concerning fig. 25 George MYlonas writes as follows: "As 
for the paving of small stones what I can see in your photograph seem 
to indicate a Mycenaean road •••• 11 (Letter from Professor .Mylonas, 
August·lB, 1972). 
24Tiu.s difference could probably e>:plain why the modern trail 
and the Mycenaean road separate at t:iJnes. It is more difficult for 
people, and probably animals also, to walk on the larger, irregular 
stones of the expo·sed stone understructure of the .Mycenaean road than 
on the modern trail made of the much smaller stones well packed together. 
2.5.rqlonas, .2£.• ill•, P• 224. 
approximately .$ m. higher. The outer face of the east wall is approx-
imately 65 cm. thick (fig. 28). Tne construction of tbis tower, except 
for the size of the stones, and many of its dimensions ar& the srune as 
those of the tower in the south rav:i.ne at Krisa. 26 The likeness is re-
markable. The second watch tower, of approximately the same measurements, 
is 700 m. to the southeast and from it one could have had a clear view 
of J.mfissa. E'or the purpose of maktng a co1nparison wi. th these watch 
towers found along the Mycenaean arterial road, the east watch tower on 
the citadel. of Krisa, located behind the protecting .walls and identified 
2~· 
by the excavators, / was re-examined. V111ereas the dim'erLSions of the 
identified east watch tower were larger,. the wp.11 masonry was practically 
identical. .According to Mylonas, guardposts and watch towers along 
28 
Mycenaean arterial roads were common in the LH III B period. Thus, 
the fact that the newly-discovered road in the valley northwest of 
Am.fissa was flanked by watch towers adds additional support to the con-
clusion that it was indeed a ldycenaean arterial road. 
In addition, at the 540 m. level, on a narrow plateau, was 
found a circular ruin (map 6 -horizontal grid #69 between verti9B]. 
grids #l 7_..tfl8) w11ich seemed to have guarded the pass discussed above 
and also a valley directly to the west of this pass (fig. 29 ). The 
stone foundations, somewhat overgrown, outline an area measuring 40 m. 
north to south by 30 m. east to west. At the southernmost point are 
. 26Jannoray and van E.t'fenterre, .£P..• ~., p. 325. 
27Ibid. ' 
28ldylonas, op. cit., PP• 224-225. 
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two huge Cyclopean stones separat(rl by what seems to be an entrance 
gate to this fortification (fig. 30). This ruin is indeed in a typical 
position of known Mycenaean fortifications 29 and excavation of this site, 
suggested by McDonald, would help clarify its identity.JO The Mycenaean 
arterial road passes the ruin at a point approximately 200 m. to the 
east. 
Since the north, south and southeast slopes of the Vininani 
·, area are heavily disturbed by bauxite mining operations and new road 
construction, attention was directed to the west slope, specifically 
the area around the modern village of .Prosilion. The Mycenaean -arte-
t rial road, described above, pro~eeds in the _direction of this village 
. which lies on the 800 m. level of the slope. It was on the south edge 
of this village that traces of the Mycenaean road were found winding 
upward toward a group of architectural remains which distinctly re-
semble l.iycenaean construction (fig. )1). These remains, covering an 
area of approximately 220 m. x 260 m., with huge stones scattered at 
random around two low rocl_c peaks separated. by a shallow declivity, gave 
the :impression of a possible prehistoric settlement. The position and 
size of the stories, along with the commanding position of the site over-
looking the valley below, are very s im.ilar t.o the known Mycenaean re-
mains at the 'l'horicon on the northeast coast of Attica near Laurion 
(figs. 32, 33, 34). The outline of what appears to be a fortification 
29Ibid. 
-
30W. A. McDonald suggests early plotting and sherding of this 
ruin because of its strategic positionG It must be noted here that no 
permission for sherding had been obtained !or this surface exploration. 
Supra, footnote 4, P• 9. 
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or citadel is best preser-..red on the lower of the twin peaks where huge 
Cyclopean stones are arranged to form a circular wall outlining an area 
of approx:iJ;J.ately 20 m. in diaraeter with extant walls varying from 2.5 m. 
to 4 m. in heicl1t and preserved. in up to four or more courses (figs. 34, 
35). This flat circ·..J.ar al'ea is filled with swall stones and at the 
southeast corner, thP- arrange.~ent of the stones seems to define a gate 
or an opening (fig. 36). Tt-.cse y;alls were photogrc:.phed in their entirety. 
Three places in the general area revealed recent surf ace disturbances 
which may possibly have been that of diggin.g. Two circular impressions 
filled vdth small stones mignt be the remains of earlier walls. 
Below the circular citadel-type structures were folUld founda-
tion walls of a number of buildings arranged at successively lower levels. 
Several structural walls of foundations were photographed and measured. 
Clearly defined is a structure wi1ich appears to be tvro storage c..lu-.• rnbers 
with an inside measurement of each at 2 m. square, nith 1valls 75 cm. 
thick, and '\Tith the height of 2 m. (fig. 37). These cha.r.ibers are con-
nected to an ill-defined larger structure which vrould require excavation 
to reveal the detailed layout. Im.uediately to the north were found ad-
di tional foundations which .outline an area of approximately 8 m. x 9 r.i. 
in a rectangular construction. Its wall thickness is approxi.mately 
75 cm. and its height varies fra:i. 1.5 m. to 2.5 m. (fig. 38). Here 
again, excavation vrill be required to determine the complete extent and 
. 31 layout of the structure. 
31 concernir.e habitatior: sites of the Late Bronze Age, 
w. F. ;.icDonald, m.1~ector of the University of UrL';.!JSOta .illCSfenia Ex-
pecii tion, writes in a letter oi' Sqte::.bcr 1), 1)172, 11 1 te:.1d to 
believe that your site at l-rosilic1:. vlill turn out to be one of these. 11 
Heavy road construction and ba'Wd.te mining were encountered 
].minediately to the north of the Kokkinokhoma, the point of descent on 
the highway toward Gravia anq the Kephissos River valley. There.fore, 
it was decided tba.t the investigation should be continued south of 
a:ravia, the point where the low level route through the mountain pass 
between Amfissa and Gravia opens into the Kephissos River valley. At 
no :Point along this low level route would it have been necessary to have 
·. exceeded the level of 800 m. Furthermore, the topographic map reveals 
trails coursing through this same area32 and trails are known to have 
frequently followed ancient routes.33 
. The Area bettreen Gravia and the Malian Gulf 
The pass immediately to the south of Gravia was examined for a 
distance of approximately 1500 m. (map 7). Traces of a Mycenaean road 
were found on the west slope. The typical Cyclopean retaining walls, 
on the eJq?osed side where the "cut and terrace" technique was used, 
can be seen in several places along the clearly defined segments of the 
road (figs. 39, 40). A modem trail and the highway inteI,"rupted any 
further investigation to the south. The modern trail and the Mycenaean 
road seem to be one for the first 500 m. examined, and then the modern 
trail courses upward whereas the Mycenaean road remains on a lower 
level and follows the bed of the stream. It is beyond the first 500 m. 
that the clear traces of Cyclopean construction and llzy'cenaean built 
read evidence were found. The cypical small-stone understructure was 
32Army Map Series, M 708, Sheet 1818-2. 
33McDonald, 2.E,• .E:!•, P• 232. 
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ex;:00 :::ed at one .:-10int (fi;;. 39) and the "cut and terrace 11 technique in-
to solid rock v;as apl-'arent at a wide curve in the road as it extends to 
the sout!1 (fis. 40). On the ·west slope, just at t!:.e mouth of the pass 
as it opens into t1-::.e Eep:C-lissos diver valley, v;as four1d what appears to 
be a seni-circular type of l1zy-cenaean fortification. huge stones, some 
measuring 1.5 m. UJ 2 r.:i. by 1 m. thick, and in one oourse, form a semi-
circle of appro.:d.r.Htely 16.5 m. in diameter. It is almost flat on top 
and c.ould well have been a fortification wr1ich guarded the entrance to 
the pass (fig. 41) for it bears great similarity in its position and 
its semi-circttlar construction to the lmown fortification outside of 
the protective walls at Krisa. Thus, Ltrcenaean roads were found to be 
entering the raountainous area of the west saddle of .kount rarnassos 
frora the south near Amfissa and to be emerging into the Kephissos 
River -.,,-alle;-y- beyond the saddle in the north. 
F'rofil Gravia, the course of the tiycenaean road to the north Ylas 
very difficult to determine because of the asriculture and the topo-
graphy in the upper reaches of the Kephissos ili.vor valley. Spot-checks 
nere made j.n the area between Gra.via and Apostolias and no traces of 
any ri;ycenaean road were found • 
.H.ealizing that the l:;ycenaean engineer would have taken advan-
tar,e of gradual inclines and the natural co: tours of the land Vlherever 
possible, it appeared that the best course for the road would have been 
through the central p;i.rt of the Livadhorralr..ki area to the northwest 
(map 8 -. vertical grids ;122-it2G, horizontal grids ii83-,;b8). Bearing in 
mind that hope Sim;;son an.a La~enby had found traces of liiycenaean settle-
ments at three places to the west of the mouth of the Asopos lliver on 
the J;;,alian Gulf, 34 the easiest route to that area, especially in the 
direction of the village of Ano-Vardhatais .··(map 8--vertical grids rt22 -
if23, horizontal grids 1196-/197) v1as considered. After surveying the area 
to}>ograpbically, frora the best roads available, it was concluded that 
in the direction of the village of Oi ti there would have been a gradual 
incline to a minimal heit;ht above sea level which vrould have avoided the 
construction of too ma..v 11S 11 curves. To have gone over the ridge between 
Oi ti (map 8 -on vertical grid tt22 between horizontal grids 1189-#90) and 
the .Pournaraki (map 8 --on horizontal grid tt89) area would have required 
a very sudden ascent and an equally sudden descent into the Asopos River 
• 
valley which was also exa.11ined from the headwaters area through the 
gorge itself as it opens into t."ie .i:J.alian Plain. The Asopos Gorge, to the 
south of the Malian .Plain~ was examined for some distance even though 
the water was rw ..nin.g rather heavily at the time. Pack animals could 
have navigated t...11.rough this gorge and oould· have coilllected with trails 
to the south; however, an arterial road would have been of greater value. 
At about 3 km. northwest of Oiti is a plateau area which 
courses ee::.fit 2.nd west at the level of approximately 700 m. At the y;est 
end of this platr .. mu were found traces of what appears to be a 1zy"cenaean 
road descending to the north in the direction of the village of Kouvela 
(r.iap 8 -vertical grids il21-/i22, horizont,al grids t/92-/193) (fig. 42). 
This road was traced in a gradual descent for more thaJl .500 m. Now 
heavily overgr01m, CyclopHan retaining nalls support the north side of 
the road. which displays the "cut and terrace" technique type of con-
struction. '.I.'here is a stone with two ruts approximately just a little 
34Hope Simpson and Lazenby, loc. cit.; Hope Simpso!1, loc. £:!::• 
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011 er 1 m.. fro11 center to center (fig. 43). This is the sa..11e dimension 
35 
found by 1,tylonas bet'aeen ruts in the Mycenaean road at ·1lycenae. Time 
did not perr:d.t tracing the road any further to the north -l:,han this; 
however, topographic:llly, it did appear that this road could well have 
gone on north tr.rough the vicirlit7 of the village of Kouvela,, across 
the area of what is jrJentified on the topographical maps as Pergara 
(ma? 8 -vertical t;rids ;}20-,'1'21, horizo:-~taJ. grids il94-it95),, and then 
could have descended into the .illalian Gulf area near the site of the 
present village of Ano-Vardhatais. As a result, this road's terminus 
on the Malia11 Gulf '~Juld have been no::.r the areas descr:i.bed by Hope 
S:L11pson,36 especially near .the site of the ancie?Ut eycenaean tO'llll of 
Trechis. 
Thus, the evidence of J.zy"cena.ean road construction ·and struc-
tures extending northward from Am.fissa through t:t.e Vininani, at Gravia, 
and on north beyond Oiti would indeed support the hypothesis that there 
was road coi:::;iunication bet1'recn the Krisaean Gulf and the 1hlian Gulf 
in lycenacan times. 
35Ll~rlonas, ££• cit., P• 86. 
3°Hope Sir::ipson, !£.£• cit. 
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Clw>TER III 
SOME CONSIDERATIONS AND OJNCLUSIONS 
The discovery of the .Mycenaean road system in Fhocis and Doris 
is important to the archaeologist and historian. The above discovery, 
in contrast to many vague l:zy'potheses presented regarding roads in this 
area, will contribute both to the solution of the problems of Mycenaean 
tnternationaJ. and domestic.trade, and thus to the stuey of My"cenaean 
civilization, and also to our pres~"lt k:lcwledge of Mycenaean road sys-
tems and technology. 
The solutions to two historical questions in particular might 
possibly be closer because of the discovery of the Malian Gulf-Krisaean 
Gulf road system. The founding of Delphi as the spiritual center of 
all Hellenes is known to have taken place sometime in prehistory for 
those things which appear to have been cult objects have been found in 
. deposits dating to the LH III period. At the end of LH III, according 
to tradition, the Delphic Amphictyony was founded by Pylades, the son 
of Strophius·, as seen in the Iliad ii, SI 7, with Delphi as the 11center11 
of its cultural. and, thus, "political" unity. Indeed, the selection 
of Delphi as a "center" is well known~ but the location of Delphi as a 
cult center would not have been geographically practical unless it had 
been open to a:>m.munication from all areas of Greece, and the political 
unity of the Delphic .Amphictyony would have had to depend upon easy 
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communication also. The discovery of the arterial road in Phocis and 
Doris has now shown that Delphi was in contact with the north by means 
of a communication system which indeed places Delphi in the center of 
Mycenaean culture and also at the same time makes it possible for 
Delphi to be regarded as a geograpirl.cal center of the first 11political 11 
unity of the Greek civilization. 
Also the question of the Dorian invasion is one of continuous 
debate, and though it is not the purpose here to take a stand one way 
or another, the newzy discovered road system could be a pertinent fact 
contributing to the solution of that problem. Admittedly it is dif-
ficult to ccmpare archaeological evidence with the oral tradition of 
the migrations from the north or the northwest of Greece after the fall 
of Troy as they culminated in the so-called t1Dorian Invasion" because 
archaeological surveys have not been thorough enough to have provided 
any reliable answers. The consensus, however, is that the Dorian move-
ment did come from the nort.'1 in a two-fold attack, one directed at 
Phocis and Boeotia and the other directed at the ~eloponnese. The dis-
cavery of the .t.zy-cenaean road system in Phocis and Doris may lend sup-
port to the conclusion that the Dorians did indeed move down !rem the 
north by the best routes possible in order to attack Phocis and the 
Peloponnese. 
At the end of the LH III B, Krisa in Phocis and Gla in Boeotia 
were destroyed at the same til:ue as those sites in the Argolid and in 
Messenia, and there is every possibility, now, that the Dorians could 
have used the newly discovered road system through Doris and Phocis in 
their southward movement. The easiest access to the Corinthian Gulf and 
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the Peloponnese from the north, from Thessaly, the Spercheus Valley, 
Achaea ~hthiotis, and possibly from Dolopia, is the isthmus route be-
tween the .Malian and Krisaean Gulfs. Furthermore, Mylonas points out 
that the. guardposts and fortifications along the roads between Corinth 
and 11ycenae were enlarged in anticipation of enemy action in LH III B 
and that the southward movement of the Dorians or the lllyrians would 
have descended into the Argolid over the established Mycenaean roads.1 
Now guardposts and fortifications have been found along the newly dis-
covered road in Doris and Phocis, and if .Mylonas' conclusion is ac-
cepted, it is reasonable to assume that these in Doris and Phocis were 
erected for the same purpose as those in the Argolid. It follows, then, 
. . 
that the recently discovered line of communication could have been the 
road of entry by the .Uorians through central western Greece. 
The road system also would be evidence to support various 
Homeric statements. The fact that a Mycenaean road has been found con-
necting Phocis Yd th the Pelasgian Argos \tould certainly lend credence · 
to the Catalogue of Ships. United in a common ~ffort, as described by 
Homer, those two political centers would certainly have been in com-
munication with· each other and that is now shown to have been possible 
by means of the arterial road which joined them. Also, since the pop-
ulated areas identified in the Iliad have been found to have been con-
nected by an arterial road, some credence could also be given to the 
story in the Qgysse;y: wherein Telem.achos, son of Odysseus, was driven in 
2 
a chariot from Pylos to Sparta by Peisistratos, the son of Nestor. 
1Mylonas, 2-e.• ~., PP• 224-225. 
2£?.rs~~ J.481-497; 4.1-2. 
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1'.c:0:-ma.ld has f 01.J.r1d a small segment of a !.lycenaean road running between 
;y1os and Kalrur.a.ta,3 and since a connecting road has been found which 
joir:ed the spheres o.f Phocis and the Pelasgian Argos, one could very 
well project the continuation of the small road segm.ent from ~Jlos to 
.:>parta. 
The discovery of the 1iycenaean road in Phocis and Doris also 
adds data to the presently developing concept of the hycenaean road 
system. w. A. l!cDonald says, 11 This new information fits into our grow-
ing awareness of com.parable routes in Boeotia, Argolid, and .Messenia.114 
The detailed and exhaustive work of the University of iiiiinnesota Messenia 
Expedition, direct.ed by McDonald, has shown a direc_t reJ.a tion of pri-
mary- and secondary road networks with population centers, settlement 
development, location, and interaction. Professor McDonald did indeed 
welcome the infoma.tion of the 1.:yccnc.ean read in Phocis and Doris since 
it correlat.:•s well with his work and with the counterpart roads known 
in the Argolid and in Crete. 
The pri!J.ary purpose of liiycenaean roads f ou..'1.d in Greece appears 
to have been that of serving local areas and the settlements v1ithin and 
not necessarily to have been that of connecting independent political 
centers. The road found in llessenia connects fylos and Kalamata, lx>th 
of v11icll .:;.re ln thEJ same political sphere. Of the four roads leading 
fro:L .~yce:i.:ai;:, 0:1e m:i.ght he consj d.ered to have been 11inter-state 11 in 
characto:i:- nnd that is the one going south toward Tiryns. The road 
311cDonald and Rapp, 2£• cit., pp. 26, 27. 
41otter from w. A • .LlicDonald, University of 1iinnesota Messenia 
Expedi ticn, Sept:oJ .. b.:;r 15, 1972. 
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found by Heurtley connects Livcidcstro vn.th the inte1'1.or of Boeotia • .5 
However none of those roads could be considered to be trade routes 
because, according to Gemme, a trade route involves foreign trade which 
in order to reach another place, must pass over the route and be trans-
shipped to reach another place, 6 and al.so a population is needed to 
move the trade. The Krisaean Gulf-Malian Gulf isthmus road system 
7 
was indeed a trade route, and it could have seIVed a triple purpose -
that of internal. trade and communication, that of "inter-state" can-
munication between ~hocis, Doris, and Thessaly, and.that of being a 
segment of an "intei~national 11 trade route connecting the northern 
Aegean and the Hellespont with the Pelop.onnesE'.I and possibly with 
southern Italy. An examination of nautical charts will show that the 
.·-.:_ 
shortest distance from Troy to the .Peloponnese is by way of the Euboea.n 
Straits into the Malian Gulf for trans-shipment overland to Krisa and 
then on to the Peloponnese by ship. This route would be at least one 
hundred nautical miles shorter than via the Isthmus of Corinth. Taking 
into ·consideration the dangers of Jqcenaean navigation, as pointed out 
by Gomme, 8 the isthmus route would be safer and the savings in time 
. 
would be considerable. The time estimated to cover the land segment 
of this international trade route from the .Malian Gulf to the Krisaean 
Gulf would have been only about fourteen hours of travel time by means 
Si:ieurtley, !:£• ~., ·p. 39. 
6
supr•, footnote 3, P• 
7Kase, .Master's thesis, PP• 41-.50. 
8Gomme, 2E.• ..£!.!!., pp. 197ff. 
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of pp.ck anjJ'!3-ls 0r v:L".:J t·d carts. StubbinBS points out that freque.,'1t 
9 
and eao~ communications are characteristic of the LH III B. Since 
Kris a ·was a mari th,e pc<ier, international trade reacting the port of 
Kirrha fro:r1 the nort~1ern Aegca:.'1 could easily have been transported on 
Krisasan 3:.:i.ps to <:wf'J port in the .:feloponnese or to southem Italy. 
Thus, the ne.Ylr discoYered route takes on an entirely nffiV dimension, 
tfi;;.t of an 11lntsrf:atio:.al 11 rcute. Other tl:.a..11 possibly the ist.runus of 
Corinth, this isthmus route in .t'hocis a.nd Doris is the only area of 
Greece where such a route would be feasible fer easy· &nd efficient 
In conclusion, this- nmv factual evide:ice of an isthmus trade 
route, together vd. th necessary archaeological investigation, could be 
the means to stj.mulate a better understanding of hitherto reiativel.y 
unk..11o;·;n areas. In contrast to well-kncT.n areas of Greece such as the 
Argolid, .wessenia, Attica, Boeotia, and even Thessaly, very little has 
been done in Fhocis and· Dori.s. It is surprising that so lj_ttle arch-
aeolcgical research has been done in Phocis and Doris s:ince the areas 
figure so proia:i.nently in the Cd.talogue of Shi_E.,s. With the exception of 
some r1ork at the cit.adel of Krisa and sc;ne at the 1ifcenaean port of 
Kirrl1v., the only investigations v.hich have been made have been mere 
surf ace explorations li:rii ted to already h'11o;m sites or sites suggested 
by the Catalogu.e of Ships. Yet, despite the fact that a lcycenaean 
road has been vaguely r.i;ypothesized tr.r the excavators of Krisa and 
Ki::..'rha, no atte~'.ipt 113.s been nade previously to deter1:1ine a.v locations 
----------
9F. H. Stubbings, "The I~ansion of foycenaean Civilization, 11 
,S:S, fo sc. 26 (1904), p. 5. 
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of, or even the number of, interior settlements in the area traversed 
by such a road. 
Whereas Lerat examined the Hellenic fortress known to exist at 
the southeast corner or ~he Vininani, the structure has not been exca-
vated nor has axzyone postulated the reason for its existence or when it 
was wilt. Vihat could have been its importance and when? The same 
question could be asked for the Hellenic fortress structure built on 
the mountain spur to the south of the pass 'Which opens into the Kephis-
sos River valley at Gravia. One who passes casually through the area 
would not even notice it, so it also has not been identified or dated. 
Since this surface e~loration .shows.two lqcenaean arterial 
roads leading northward from the vicLTlity of Amfissa to the area of the 
Vininani, one's attention turns to another part of Phocis. The roads 
indicate that there could have been considerable traffic between the 
Vininani and Krisa and the Krisaean Gulf .as well as north to the Malian 
Gulf. The Vininani is a flat valley at the 500 m. level, measuring 
approxiinately 1.$ km. x 2 km. and it could well have been an agricul-
tural area in Mycenaean times as it is today. In all probabilio/ a My-
cenaean settlement could be located on the floor of this valley or on 
the northeast slopes, but close investigation and excavation have never 
been made. A wide torrent passes through this valley on the west side 
just below the village of Prosilion, and although this torrent is dey 
for the most part in modern times, it could have carried a very large 
amowit qf water in .M;ycenaean times before the denuding of the forests 
on the slopes of the mountains. 
supporting extensive agriculture, and could also hav v~~id. ~llF~ 
. LOYOLA ~ 
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for the ship building activites of the .Mycenaeans at the port of Kirrha 
on the Arisaean Gulf, but no one knows about this area which is so rich 
in possibilities of having contributed much to the ~cenaean civilization. 
High on the west slope of the Vininani was found what appears 
to be the remains of a prehistoric settlement.10 Only excavation will 
reveal the date and the extent of this settlement which is located 
along the course of the newly discovered itrcenaean road. Thus, if one 
' possible settlement has been found, it is reasonable to assume that 
there might be many more settlements and that there is much to be 
studied in this area. John L. Caskey writes as follows: 
Prehistory cannot be studied usefully in its general lines 
until the archaeological evidence has been g.;.thered and pre-
sented in detail, a process whicn has not been completed up 
to now at a single one of the sites in Phocis. Kirrha provides 
some of the information that is needed; much more could have 
been extracted.11 
Since the newly discovered road has been confirmed as Mycenaean 
by .Mylonas who writes, 111 have no hesitation to state that your photo-
graphs show the remanants of a }Jtycenaean road,1112,end/b'~-McDonaJ.d :who 
writes, 111 agree that you have sufficient evidence already to establish 
the existence of overland traffic in the Late Bronze Age between the 
Corinthian and .Malian Gulfs,nl3 plans are now being made for follow-up 
investigations along the route of this .htijrcenaean road. Both Mylonas 
10
,:S,upra, PP• 21-22. 
llJ. L. Caskey, Review of Kirrha. Jt.:;tude de Prehistoire Pho-
cidienne, by Leopold Dor, Jean Jannoray, Henri and-W.cheline-van 
Effenterre, !JdJ!:., 66 (1962), p. 211. 
12
Letter ~rom George iMtYlonas, Athens, Greece, August 18, 1972. 
l.3supra,, footnote 4, p. 30. 
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and McDonald have urged such an investigation of the area. 
Caskey stated well the status of archaeological investigation 
in Phocis and in Doris and how this lack of investigation affects the 
study of 'history. It is sincerely hoped that the finding of the 
.Mycenaean road system between the Malian Gulf and the Krisaean Gulf 
might stimulate thorough archaeological research in this reiatively 
unknown area. 
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CHA.l'TER J.V 
SUMMARY OF THE srUDY 
The problem considered in this study was to search for traces 
or segments of the architectural remains of a Jdycenaean road or roads 
in order to determine if there was archaeological evidence which would 
support the hypothesis, presented in a thesis submitted to the Graduate 
School of Loyola University, Chicago, that lqcenl'.\ean Krisa could well 
have been the controlling transfer center at the southern end of a 
trade route between the Krisaean Gulf and the Malian Gulf. 
The initial approach to this problem was a detailed examina-
tion of the topographical maps of central western Greece, specifically 
the confidential maps; AMS Series 708, released by- the Hellenic Arm:! 
Geographic Command for this particular investigation. Secondly, all 
of the available written and photographic evidence regarding known 
- .My-cenaean roads in the Argolid, Messenia, and Boeotia was examined 
because it was known that Mycenaean road engineers followed the same 
construction techniques as similar variations in topography were en-
countered. 
On the basis of the known architectural evidence of construc-
tion and size and the direction of those known Atvcenaean roads in re-
lation to settlements and general topography, the confidential topo-
graphic maps revealed areas h1 Na:.aos Fokidhos and Nomos Fthiotidhos 
where possible Mycenaean road remains :wight be found. Thus, topograph-
36 
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ically it was possible to divide the line of search into three basic 
segments, the area south of Am.fissa, the mountainous area between 
Amfissa and Gravia, and the area between Gravia and the Malian Gulf. 
"The architectural remains of a .Mycenaean ro::i.d system were 
found in Nomos Fokidhos and Nomos Fthiotidhos and these remains con-
formed to the known evidence of .litycenaean roads in t>ize, construction, 
direction in relation to settlemen"tsand general topography. Additional 
evidence of Aiycenaean construction along the newly discovered road was 
that of watch towers or guardposts or fortificat.ions which also con-
formed to those known Y1atch towe.rs and fortifications along the "known 
1zy"cenaean roads north of the ci taud of jjyceru:~e in the Argolid. F'ur-
. . . 
thermore, all pbotogr{lphs of the architectural evid&nce found in this 
search were examined by two }Jjycenaean scholars and archaeologists, 
W. F • .McDonald of the University of Minnesota and George Mylonas of 
Athens, Greece. In personal interviews and by letters, these two 
archaologists of long experience in llWcenaean road construction, con-
firmed the findings of this search. 
Thus, the necessary evidence to confirm the original hypothesis 
that 1113"cenaean Krisa could well have been the controlling transfer 
center at the southern er..d of a trade route between the Krisaean Gulf 
and the .Malian Gulf has been found. 
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:fap, lio~-l):rer2.ll Houte from 
Gulf of It0a to Lalian Plm.n. 
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Map 2.--Passes through Mountains and General . 
Topography North of .Amfissa. 
Map 3.--Sectional 
Close-up of Passes Nort.h-
east and Northwest of El.aion. 
M..1p , 5.-- Section.:;.l Close-up 
of Passes Direc y North and 
Northvrest of· Am.fissa . 
Map 4.~Sectional Close-up 
of Pass Northwest of El.aion. 
Hap 7 .~Sectional Close-
up of Pass South of Gxavia. 
i ,, p 6.-Sectional Close-up 
of Pass Northwest of Amfissa 
Showing Trail Leading to 
.Prosilion. 
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Map 8.-Area Hort hwest of 
Gravia Show:U1e Topogrcphy be-
t wee!! Upper Kephissos Valley 
a."'"ld Mali;m Plain., 
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APPENDIX B 
PHOTOGRAP~ 
~ ·. " ' 
,, ,.,, 
1:-: 
. . . 
Fig. l.~Gulf of I t ea, Krisaean Plain, and Citadel 
of Krisa on .Promontory_· j.n Center. 
l . 
' 
Fig. 2.~Line of Blfcena an Road on ~outh Side of 
North Ravine of Krisa .Promontory. 
Fig. 3.~/.Vcenaean Hoad on South Side of North 
Ravine of Krisa Pr omontory, Toward the West. 
Fig. 4.--Cycl opean Refainin"' \"alls Along .!4Ycenaean 
Road in North Ravi ne of Krisa Prc;nontory- . 
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"Fig. 5.-Cyclopean Retaining ·walls Along 1rycenaea."1 
!toad in North Ravine of Krisa Pro:nontory. 
Fig. 6.--Cyclopean 
Retaining Wall s Defining 
Cours e of Lycenaean Road 
in Horth Ravine of Krisa 
Pro ontory. 
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Fig. 7.-Single Course Retaining Wall of Segment 
o:r Mycenaean Road Northrrest of Krisa Defining Width of Road. 
' 
Fie. 8 .-C.'yclopec..n Retail ing Wall:-:> of Segment of 
leycenaea.n Head Nort.1-iwest of Krisa . 
Fig. 9.~Se@aent of Myc~naean Roaa Northwest of 
Krisa Showing Cyclopean Retaining Walls on Exposed Side. 
F'ig . 10.--rl.ema ins of F'ortification Guardi ng North 
Ravine of Krisa Promontory. 
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Fig. 11.-Remains of Fortification Along 
1zy'cenaean Road in Pass Northwest of filaion. 
Fig. 12.-Segment of l'iycenaean Road in Pass 
Northwest of Elnion. 
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Fig. 13 .-Exposed Stone Understructure of 
M;ycenaean Road Segmeri.t in . Pass Nortlmest of Elaion. 
' · 
Fig. 14.-Segment of Turkish 
· Kalderim 
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' Fig. 15.~Door of Hellenic Fortress Identi-
fied by Lerat. 
Fig. 16.-Katsikopniktes Gorge 
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Fig. 17.~Road Segment in Pas s Northwest of Amfissa 
Fig. 18.~Narrow Modern Trail in Pass Northwes t of Am.fissa 
Fig. 19.-Line of ~cenaean Road on East Slope 
of Pass Northwest of Junf issa. 
l!'ig. , 20.-Cyclope;:i..n Retaining Wall Along 
.t.zy"cenaean Hoad Northwest of Amfissa . 
Fig. 22.~Segment of 
~cenaean Road Illustrating 
"Cut and Terrace 11 Technique. 
Fig. 21.--Segment of 
Mycenaean Road Illustrating 
11 Cut and Terrace" Technique. 
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Fig. 23.-Men at Left Define Width of .t.trcenaean 
Road Paralleled by Modern Trail at Right. 
Fi • 24.- Cyclopean Retaining Wall on Expose:~ 
Side of i.y-cenaean Road l1aralleling odem Trail. 
Fig. 25.--Small Stone Understructure of Jw.tycenaean 
Road Paralleling Modern Trail. 
Fig. 26e--Circular Guard Tower Along ~cenaean 
Hoad through Pass Nor thwest of Am.fissa . 
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Fig. 27.~Circular Guard Tower Along J4y'cenaean 
Road through Pass Northwest of Amf issa. 
Fig. 28.-0uter 
Face of Guard Tower Wall. 
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Fig. 29.~Remains of Fortification Along 
Mycenaean Road 'fillrough Pass Northv1est of .Amfissa. 
' 
Fig. 30~--Gate to Fortification in Figure 29. 
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-----------------~ 
Fig. 31.-iey'cenaean Road Leading to Possible 
Prehistoric Settle..~ent South of Prosilion. 
' 
Fig . 32.-Cyclopean Remains of Possible 
Prehistoric Settl cncnt South of ~rosilion. 
Fig. 33 • ..-Cyclopean Remains of Possible 
Prehistoric Settlement South of Prosilion. 
Figo ·.34 ·-·-Cyclopean Remains of Possible 
Prehistoric Scttle:re t Sout~1 i:1f l'rosilion Shorri.ng 
Circular . Fortiiic~"(.ion Cu lined by Cy·~lopean .Me:sonry. 
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Fig. 35 • ..;..eyclopean .Masonry Supporting Circular 
Fortification at Prosilion. 
' 
Fig. 36.-Gate t hr oug.1-i Cyclopean Masonry in Figure 35. 
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Fig. 37.-Remains of Wall FolUldations at 
Possible Prehistoric ··Settlement South of Prosilion • 
. -.:. 
Fig. 38.-1-lemai ns of Wall Foundations a t 
Possi bl e Prehistori c Settle:nent South of ~rosilion . 
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Fig. 39.--Bend in Mycenaean Road in Pass South 
of Gravia Showing EA"Posed S.ma.J.l Stone Understruct ure. 
Fig.- 40.~Segrnent of Llycenaean Road South of 
Gravia Showing 11 L'ut and Terrace 11 Te chnique . 
Fig. 41.--liemains of a Possible Fortification 
at Entrance to Pass South of Gravia. 
Fig. h2.-Segment of hlycenaean Road North of Oiti. 
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· Fig. 4J ....... Segraent of l.Wcenaean Road North of 
Oiti, Especially Showing Ruts in Stone at Left of Center. 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLE OF CHRONOLOc;yl 
HELLAllIC: The Bronze Age period of the mainland of Greece 
from ca. 2500 to ca. 1120 B.c., to be distinguished from the Bronze Age 
of the island of Crete known as the hlinoan period. The Helladic is 
· usually subdivided into periods which inc.lude the following: 
Late helladic = LH = (I, II, III), from ca. 1580 to 1120 B.c. 
Late Helladic I = LH :t = !~m. ~a.. 1$80 to ca. 150b B.c. 
Late Helladic II = LH II • frOill ca •. l.?00 to ca. 1400 B.c. 
Late Helladic III A = LH III A = from ca. 1400 to ca. 1300 B.C. 
Late Helladic III B .. LH III B = from ca. 1300 to ca. 1190 B.c. 
l.vy1o.nas, 2.E.• ~·, p. 236. 
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